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INTRODUCTION THROUGH ROLE REVERSAL
NETWORKING USING SOCIOMETRY
Sociometry is the study of the psychological structure of a society or a group, which is rarely visible on
the surface and consists of complex interpersonal patterns studied by qualitative and quantitative
procedures. Sociometry examines the affinities people have for one another. Sociometric techniques
can then be used to move people from one pattern of interaction to another, generally the hope is from
one level to a higher level of functioning and connectedness.
SOCIAL ATOM – ASSESSING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

the smallest component of society having the properties of a society
you and all the people you're connected to
you can be positively, negatively, or neutrally connected to people
your social atom changes as people come and go
the number and type of relationships helps you determine your identity, not your value
you don't have full control over your social atom
every human on the planet has a unique social atom
social atoms form psychological networks that form communities that form society
the quality and quantity of interconnections impacts the larger group
(Sample Social Atoms are on Page 3)
ROLE REVERSAL – PUTTING THE SOCIAL ATOM INTO ACTION
In role reversal, Individual A takes the part of Individual B. He stands as B, moves as B, speaks as B,
and attempts to feel as B, to build empathy for B, to inspire A to act differently towards B, to provide A
a deeper understanding of B's situation, to foster acceptance of B, and to deepen emotions.
We have individuals reverse roles with the members of their social atom to identify supportive
resources, or toxic connections, to highlight areas in which the he/she could use improvement as well
as spotlight areas where things are going well. Role reversing provides insights that may not be
experienced in one's own role, sometimes allowing for difficult truths to come to the surface that are
resisted when one is in his or her own role.
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